
THE GHOST WALK BEGINS HERE

The Liverpool Methodist Church
The church with 

“The Purple Doors”

After being given a brief 
history of the church, 
Constable Jon Anderson 
gives us instructions of 
what to look out for and 
how to best behave 
ourselves



The Liverpool Ghost Walk

THE PLAYERS



After his adventuring days, Radisson lived in 
England and died there in 1710.  Many 
locations bear his name from the residential 
development near Baldwinsville to places as 
far away as Missouri.  He wrote a book about 
his adventure named Voyages in 1668/9.  
Much of his writing is probably fiction; most of 
those living in Europe at the time had no idea 
what life was like in the New World

PIERRE RADISSON



THE WILLOW MUSEUM & STEAM HOUSE
WHERE THE HAWLEY VISIT US

LOUSIANNA  & HARVEY HAWLEY TELL US OF 
THEIR SHORT LIFE TOGETHER AND OF THEIR 
UNTIMELY DEATHS AFTER ONLY ONE DAY OF 

MARRIAGE



Louisiana and Harvey Hicks are buried in Liverpool 
Cemetery with the following inscription on their 
gravestone, “They were lovely and pleasant in their 
lives and in their deaths not divided.”

The Cobblestone Inn 
was built by Jonathan 
Hicks in 1833.  He was 
the Harvey’s brother in 
law.  He lived in the 
house to right of it and 
the Harvey’s to the right 
of that.  Both house are 
gone today



THE GLEASON MANSION
314 2nd Street Liverpool, NY



Betsy tells about the
recent turmoil.

Martha Gleason 
descends from upstairs

Martha relates some of 
her family history

Martha tells us of 
brother Lucian’s 

death

MARTHA GLEASON & BETSY DAVIN



When Martha’s generation passed on, the mansion 
went to Henry’s son (Martha’s nephew) Lucius
Lacy, as did the presidency of The Third National 
Bank.  Lucius was host to lavish parties there.  The 
building was said to have a secret  penthouse with 
mirrored ceilings and a party size bath tub.

THE THIRD
NATIONAL BANK

FOUNDED BY

THE LIVERPOOL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

FUNDS DONATED BY

LUCIAN GLEASON



Frank Brown describes life for him and his father from 
the end of The Civil War through the early 1900’s.

Not much is known about Frank Brown except he 
was brought North with Captain Weller and worked 
for him.  He married and had a family and farm of his 
own

FRANK BROWN



REVEREND MILLER
and

AMY CRAWFORD

Miller was a prosperous farmer, a Baptist lay 
preacher and a student of the Bible, living in 
northern New York, in the region of the state that 
was known as the “Burned-over-district”. Through 
years on intensive study of symbolic meaning of 
the prophecies of Daniel and using the year-day 
method of prophetic  interpretation, would predict 
he Christ’s Second Coming

Reverend Miller tells us to prepare for the 
end of the world while Amy expresses her 
annoyance about the many failed times that it 
was supposed to happen, and did not.


